
 

      

All in one multifunction rack with disk loading Toorx ASX-2000  

  

Product features:  

Maximum User Capacity: 135 Kg
Dimensions Open:
Packaging dimensions:
Product weight:
Weight of the packaged product:
Certifications: CE EN ISO 20957-1
Warranty: 2 years

  

Product description:  

The Toorx collection is enriched with a new category of tools, called "all in one" as they contain the functions of
at least three distinct machines in a single station , namely: 

 Dual Pulley
 Smith machine
 Functional rack with pylon for pull-ups and dip station

 Equipped as standard with numerous other accessories and attachments and can be equipped with further optional
attachments, guaranteeing space saving and unparalleled flexibility and completeness of use.

 As well as a disc loading station (ASX 2000) and two stations with a 2 x 90 kg weight stack. (ASX 4000 and
ASX 5000), the range includes the amazing ASX 3000, which can be called "4 in 1" as it includes the functions
of: 

 Functional rack with traction pylon
 Smith machine
 Lat machine & low row

 Dual pulley (pulleys not adjustable in height)

 The ASX-2000 multifunction rack has an extremely robust and resistant structure, made of steel with a rectangular
section 50x70 mm - thickness 2.5 mm/2 mm and a square section 50x50 mm - thickness 2 mm. This multifunctional
machine allows for professional and complete training as it is equipped with:



 

      

 J-CUP/SAFETY SPOTTER ARMS Extra strong 5 mm thick with UHMW (Ultra High Molecular Weight) protection.
Adjustable 314-1814 mm on 31 levels, 50 mm center distance

 ROCKER 1980mm, sliding on ball bearings, 2 safety devices with adjustable hook, adjustable to 12 positions (523 -
1733 mm), pitch 110 mm. Disc holder diameter of 50 mm and 25 mm

 Equipment 3-IN-1 dual pulley, smith machine, rack. 2 J-hooks, pair of barbell safety stops with foam leg rollers,
chin-up bar, parallel bars, barbell holder, 4 ø50 mm and 25 mm disc holders, 10 ø49 mm spring disc stops, 10 ø47
mm grinding disc stops. Attachments: anklet, landmine, 2 pull-up handles, curl barbell.

 PULLEY adjustable 339-1839 mm on 21 levels center distance 75 mm
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